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Cogrse Information

Course Description:
This course is about AI, particularly what is known as Weak AI, orthe methods and techniques that can help make

software smarter and more useful. While early AI concentrated on building intelligent machines that mimicked human

behavior (otherwise known as Strong AI), much of AI research and practice today concentrates on goals that are more

practical. These include embedding AI algorithms and techniques into software to provide them with the ability to learn'

optimize, and reason.
First part of the course is focused on optimization and regression. We consider some heuristic that provide us

ability to solve NP complete tasks. Some knowledge of linear algebra are needed to understanding this part of discipline.

The focus of the second part is to illustrate a number of machine learning algorithms (MLA), and provide detailed

explanations of their inner workings. Some of the algorithms and methods included are linear regression, logistic

regression, KNN classifier, neural networks. Additionally, sample applications are provided for algorithm.

Course Objectives:
At the end ofthe semester, students are expected to be able to

. Understand what artificial intelligence is,

. Understand different AI techniques,

. Identify when and why a certain AI technique should be used,

. Use AI algorithms for solving simple problems,

. Use lools such as Octave. Python.

Learning outcomes
I. Produce
l. Intelligent systems that support a given application

lL Use
1. A number of AI algorithms implementations for practical problems.

III. Knowledgeably Discuss
l. The basic concepts of problem solving, vision, and language in understanding human intelligence from

a computational PersPective
2. The concepts of AI algorithms in purposes of development smart programs.

The basic concepts ofknowledge representation, problem solving, and learning in intelligent-system engineering

Prerequisites:
. Basic knowledge of Programming, Probability, Algorithms and Data Structure, Linear Algebra & Calculus

Literature required:
l. M. Tim Jones. Artificial Intelligence: A Systems Approach. INFINITY SCIENCE PRESS LLC Hingham,

Massachusetts, New Delhi, 2008. I SBN : 978-0-97 7 8582-3 -1

Mohri M., Rostamizadeh A., Talwalkar A. Foundations of machine learning. MIT press,2012.-427 p'

AI Application Programming by M. Tim Jones .Charles River Media O 2003. ISBN:1584502789
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4. Stuart Russell and PeterNorvig. Artificial Intelligence: A modern approach. Pearson Edition, Inc., Upper
SaddleRiver,NewJersey07458.20l0. ISBN-10: 0136042597,1S8N-13:9780136042594

5. Paccel Crnapr, Hoperzr flrarep. Ho<yccreeHHbrfi HHTe,ureKr:Coepeureuustfi noaxoa.- M.: Hsaarenrcrnil aou
<Bnrrrnac>, 2006.- 1408 c.

6. Pedregosa F. et al. Scikit-learn: Machine learning in Python //Joumal of Machine Learning Research. - 20 I I . -
T. 12. - Ns. Oct. - C.2825-2830.

7. lxonc M. Tuna. llporparnrvrapoBaHr4e HcKyccrBeHHoro riHTerJreKTa B npHJIoxeHurx.-M.: IMK flpecc, 2004.-

312 c.

8. Heftporcorrrnrrorepbr: Yqe6. lloco6r4e Aru By3oB.- M.: Hsa-so MfTy rau. H.3. Eayuaua, 2004. -320 c.

9. LeCun Y., Bengio Y., Hinton G. Deep learning/Nature. -2015.-V.521 . -Ns.7553. -V.436-444.
I 0. Muhamedyev R. Machine leaming methods: An overview //CMNT. - I 9(6). - 201 5. - P. 14-29.

I L Internet resources focused on deep learning: tensorflow.org, caffe.berkeleyvision.org,
deeol earnins.net/software/theano (20 17)

* k-means

LABORATORY WORKS

' ML lab00_linear regression by numpy
t 

I -+Loading;r-a+dataset
t Module l: A simple classification task. i-+Supervised+Leaming-Copy'l
' MLF MLPClassit'ier_py_v. 1.0 doc. Module+4
' Module I (Fvaluatron)
' 4-+Unsupervised+Learning(Jef fii). [Jnsupen iscd+[-earninc. T-+KMeans (Jetf ri)
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Week Class work
iFoDie Lectures Seminars

Part 1. Optimization and regression algorithms
Introduction to Intel lectual

Classifi cation, methods and

methods. Review of computer intelligence.
applications. (CI L00 Intro.pptx)

I 2

2 Basic of linear algebra. Using Octave, Python&numpy as linear algebra tool
(Cl L02 LinearAlsebra&SoftwareTools.pptx)

2

J Clustering by ARTI (AIA Lecture03 ARTl.pptx) 2

A Optimization by SA, ANT
(AIA Lecture04 SimulatedAnnealinsAndAntAlgorithm.pptx)

2

5 Evolutionarv prosrammins. and eenetic aleorithm (AlA Lecture05 GA.pptx) 2

o lmolementation of the senetic aleorithm 2

Python tools for data science. ML Ane lab0l .l Pthon Basics with Numpy
7 Intro to machine leaming, linear regression

(CI_L03. 1 IntroToMachineLearning.pptx)
(Cl L03.2 ANg LinearRegression.pptx)

2

8 MT (reports, test and etc.) 2

Part 2. Introduction to machine learnins
q Python and numpy for data science, implementation of linear regression. 2

10 Python tools for ML. Intro to SciKit Learn, pandas, matplotlib'. Linear
regression, pol inomial reqression

2

lt Supervised learnins, K-Nearest Neighbors Classification', logistic regression 2

l2 Neural
Sinsle

Networks: Short history of neural networks, Biological motivation.
layer and muti layers artificial neural networks

2

l3 Neural Networks, Back propagation error algorithm , Implementation,
accelerated learnins . MLP classifier".

2

14 Supervised Machine Learning, overfitting & underfitting, evaluation' 2

15 Unsuoervised machine learnins.o+ 2

Optimization methods (ADAM n ap)

Week Laboratory woik
Labs tutorial Cost (in

points)

Part I

I
Setup Environment (Ubuntu, Octave, virtual
environment) (Lab00. I )

Lab00. I -Linuxlnstallation 0



2
Operation of linear algebra. Basic of Octave ( lab00.2) Lab0 I _lntroToOctave 5

3 Clusterins bv ARTI Lab02 - ARTI 5

Ootimization bv SA. ANT Lab03 - SA 5

5 Evolutionarv Drosrammins and senetic al sorithm Lab04_geneneticAlgorith m 5

6 Regression in practice Lab05-l inearRegression 5

7 LosisticRegression lab06-logisticRegression 5

8

Pat II
9 ML lab00 linear resression by numpy ML lab00 linearregression by numpy 5

0 ML Lab01 Linearresression ML Lab0l Linearresression 5

ML ab02 polvnomial resression ML lab02 polvnomial regression 5

2 ML ab03 losistic resression ML lab0l losisticresression 5

3 ML ab04 K Neishbors Classifier ML lab04 K Neiehbors Classifier 5

4 ML ab07 MLP classifier ML lab07 MLP classifier 5

5

Week SIS Cost ( in rroints)

2 Operations of Linear algebra

4 Simulated Annealins alsorithm
Genetic orosramming

7 Ex I -LinearResression
o Polinomial resression

10 Losistic resression

1l NeuralNetworks Learnins
13 NeuralNetworks Accelerated Leaming
l4 Supervised Learnins
15 Unsupervised Machine Learning

TASKS
for teachers supervised independent study ofstudents (TSIS)

COURSE ASSESSM ENT PARAM ETERS

TASKS
fbr student's ind nt SIS

WCek TSIS Cost (in points)

I Octave/Mathlab command set

2 Linux group operating system

3 Machine learning algorithms

4 Classifi cation and clusterins tasks

5 Types ofregressions

6 Gradient descent alsorithm
7 Matrix equation of regression task

8 Suppor vector machines
q Taxonomy of artificial Neural networks

0 Back propagation error
Decision trees

2 How to measure the quality of classification
3 Data preprocessins methods
+ Dimentionality reduction

Unsupervised learning

Tvoe of activiW Final scores

Anendance /partici pation 5%

Laboratorv works 150
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SIS t2%
TSIS \Yo
Midterm and endterm 20%
Final exam 4UYo

Total 100'h

WCeks:

t 2 $ 4 5 6 .t:.: :8 9 !-*Oiii= ,', ll t2 1.3= I l5 t6-17

I Attendance / partici pation * * * ,6 >r
5o/o

2. Laboratory works * * * t< l5Yo
J. SIS * * 120

4. TSIS 8%
5. Mid-term tesl 20%
b. Final examination 40%

Total 1000h

Lectures are conducted in the form ofsupervising ofSlS on understanding oftheory ofgiven course, that is why
students supplied with handouts uploaded into the intranet. Activity on lectures is required and is one of the constituent
of final score. Mandatory requirement is preparation to each lesson.

Laboratories are organized in the form ofresearch using special equipment. The preparation to the laboratories is
provided in the form of solving of typical problems according to the lectures topics, which within experiments with
laboratory equipment is one of the most important tools of understanding of modeling and simulation.
Grading policy:

Intermediate attestations (on 8tn and 15th week) join topics of all lectures, laboratories, SIS-I, II, TSIS and materials
for reading discussed to the time of attestation. Maximum number of points within attendance, activity, SIS, TSIS and
laboratories for each attestation is 40 points.

Final exam joins and generalizes all course materials, is conducted in the complex form with quiz and problem.
Final exam duration is 100 min. Maximum number of points is 40. At the end of the semester you receive overall total
grade (summarized index of your work during semester) according to conventional SU grade scale.

ACADEMIC POLICY

Students are required:
. to be respectful to the teacher and other students;
. to switch off mobile phones during classes;
o not to cheat. Plagiarized papers shall not be graded;
o to meet the deadlines;
. to come to classes prepared and actively participate in classroom work;
. to enter the room before the teacher starts the lesson:
. to attend all classes. No make-up tests are allowed unless there is a valid reason for missing them;

Students are encouraged to
. consult the teacher on any issues related to the course;
r make up within a week's time for the works undone for a valid reason without any grade deductions;
o make any proposals on improvement of the academic process;
o track down their continuous ratinq throuehout the semester.

Department of Software Engineering

Lecturer R.I.Muxamediev

Minutes #7 of Deoartmen f Software Engineering, <<27>> 12 2019y.
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